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Abstract

The SHE method is a method for the specification and design of distributed communicating hard
ware / software systems. Part of this method is the formal specification language POOSL. POOSL
is an object oriented language for the specification of parallel communicating processes. In its
current version, POOSL is unable to describe timing behavior. Since many of the systems that
need to be des~gned are real-time systems, POOSL needs to be extended with timing primitives.
Such an extension is studied in this report.
Existing real-time algebras and real-time programming and specification languages are studied.
Important aspects of real-time specification are discussed and concepts are chosen as a basis for
the extension of POOSL. The language POOSL is extended with time. The meaning of existing
POOSL primitives in relation to time is investigated and a new primitive is added that can specify
quantified timing behavior: delay d. Further, the communication between processes is extended
with timing to model the occupation of a channel during communication. After this, all necessary
changes to the POOSL language are listed completely.
The formal semantics of POOSL allows the use of tools such as verification and behavior preserv
ing transformations. These tools are based on equivalence relations between POOSL specifica
tions. These relations are redefined for the new language. Furthermore, the relationship between
timed and untimed specifications is investigated. It is possible to define an abstraction function
that computes from a timed POOSL specification, its untimed equivalent.
Finally, the expressive power of the new language is studied. A number of typical aspects of real
time are investigated, such as modeling computation time, modeling communication time, time
outs, etcetera.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The SHE method (Software / Hardware Engineering) is a method for the specification and de
sign of distributed communicating hardware / software systems. Part of this method is the formal
specification language POOSL (Parallel Object Oriented Specification Language). POOSL is an
object oriented language for the specification of parallel communicating processes. In the current
version of SHE, real-time constraints are described in different Timing Requirement documents.
These requirements cannot be expressed in POOSL. POOSL is unable to describe timing behav
ior. Quantitative time is absent and behavior related to timing is expressed as non-deterministic
behavior. Since POOSL descriptions are in principle executable and can be used for simulation,
it would be desirabIe that these simulations would also teIl something about the timing behavior
of communicating processes. Their behavior can then be checked against timing requirements.
For this to be possible, new primitives are needed in POOSL that can express characteristics of
the communicating objects with respect to time. A designer can then describe the time it takes to
perform a computation, the time that a process is required to wait for communication, or verify
whether interrupts are handled in time etcetera.
In this report, an extension of the language POOSL is studied that allows specification and veri
fication of timing properties in a POOSL model. The POOSL language is based on the process
algebra CCS (Calculus of Communicating System) of Milner [MiI89]. It is not possible in the
context of this report, to give a full introduction to process algebras. The reader is therefore as
sumed to be familiar with the concepts and notations used in this kind of formalisms. A very tiny
introduction is given in appendix A, together with references to better introductory texts. Further
more, familiarity with POOSL and its semantics is presumed. This information can be found in
[Voe95B]
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Chapter 2
SHE and POOSL

2.1 The SHE method

A lot of information systems that are being designed are implemented with a combination of hard
and software components. There are a number of design methods for hardware systems as weIl as
methods for software engineering. However, there are not many methods that successfully sup
port the design of combined hardware / software systems.
At the Digital Information Systems group of the faculty of Electrical Engineering at Eindhoven
University of Technology, an object-oriented method for co-specification, analysis and design of
softwarelhardware systems is being developed. the method carries the name SHE, an acronym
for Software Hardware Engineering[PVS95].
SHE integrates informal and formal techniques and consists of a method framework and a formal
specification language POOSL[Voe95A] (Parallel Object Oriented Specification Language). The
SHE method is an object-oriented method and should therefore lead to a minimum number of
design iterations and enable the reuse of previous designs.
The method incorporates informal graphical tools, that are needed in the early phases of analysis
and design and for easy communication with non-expert customers. The method also incorporates
a rigorous formal specification language that allows unambiguous specification and the use of
automated tools for verification, simulation, structural transformations etcetera. Some of these
tools are being developed.
The framework of the SHE method consists of four 'quadrants', which will be briefly discussed.

• Essential Behavior Model

This model contains the description of the original requirements. Object class models are
used to describe different object classes. Message flow diagrams visualize communication
between objects. Instance structure diagrams show the actual instances of the various ob
jects and different boundaries.

SHE distinguishes several kinds of boundaries. Abstraction boundaries encapsulate collec
tions of objects. Concurrency boundaries restrict their inside to be implemented sequen
tially. Distribution boundaries restrict the knowledge of objects inside, about the location
ofcollaborating objects outside. Implementation boundaries describe a border derived from
the physical or logical structure of the system.

• Architecture Structure Model

An Archite~ture Structure Model describes physical or logical structure and timing require
ments. It consists of an Architecture Structure Diagram, an Architecture Response Time
Requirements document and an Architecture Decisions Statement. The Architecture Struc
ture Diagram graphically represents the structure of a model. In the Architecture Decisions
Statement, all design decisions concerning the architecture are documented and motivated.

4



2.2. THE LANGUAGE POOSL 5

• Implementation Structure Model

This model describes the implementation structure and consists of Implementation Struc
ture Diagrams, an Implementation Decisions Statement and the Implementation Response
Time Requirements. Implementation Structure Diagrams visualize the implementation struc
ture. The Implementation Decisions Statement documents and motivates the implementa
tion decisions. Furthermore the Implementation Response Time Requirements, resulting
from the implementation decisions are documented.

• Extended Behavior Model

This model describes additional behavior information, that is not in the Essential Behavior
Model, but which is the result of implementation decisions.

2.2 The language POOSL

The formal part of the SHE method, the specification language POOSL[Voe95A], is an object
oriented language for the specification of parallel distributed communicating processes. POOSL
is used for prescriptive specification, which means that a POOSL specification represents a possi
bie implementation of the problem, but that other implementations might be equally valid. Some
other languages are descriptive. They formally describe what the system should do and not how
the system should do it. This in order to prevent overspecification of the system and to leave the
designer all freedom to choose an optimum solution. A prescriptive language has been chosen,
because descriptive languages tend to be much harder to understand and to use. The danger of
overspecification is not so much of a problem in practical situations. One is satisfied with a good
solution and is not necessarily interested in the best solution.
POOSL is used to specify the behavior of parallel distributed communicating processes and its
concurrency and communication mechanism are based on Milner's CCS (Calculus of Communi
cating System)[MiI89]. POOSL has much expressive power. It incorporates static process objects
and dynamic data objects. Processes communicate using a synchronous rendez-vous, adopted
from CCS. The usual conditional, control and select statements, as weIl as interrupt and abort
statements can be used. In order to simplify the implementation of finite automaton behavior, the
possibility of tailrecursion is added. This is the ability to call a new method from within another
method, while at the same time terminating the calling method. This means that after the called
method terminates, the calling method will not be resumed. Furthermore, the POOSL language
is able to express hierarchy in a system in a way that is similar to that of CCS, by generating new
clusters, using parallel composition, channel hiding and channel relabeling as in CCS.



Chapter 3
Real-time systems

Software/hardware systems that are designed are often real-time systems. Real-time systems have
some special requirements that do not apply to normal (software) systems. Timeliness and relia
bility, e.g., are of great importance. Young defines a real-time system to be [You82]:

"any infonnation processing activity or system which has to respond to extemally
generated input stimuli within a finite and specified delay"

Often the distinction is made between hard and soft real-time systems. Hard real-time systems
are those, in which it is absolutely necessary that responses occur within the specified deadline.
In soft real-time systems, response times are important, but the system will function correctly if
deadlines are occasionally missed.
Important characteristics of real-time systems are[BW89]:

• Timeliness. Deadlines should be met. If deadlines are missed, appropriate action should
be taken. The environment requires a response from the system within a fixed amount of
time. A language to support the design of such systems should be able to deal with time.

• Reliability. In many real-time applications, it is important that the system is robust and
fault-tolerant.

• Parallelism. Often real-time systems are distributed and'consist of a number of processes
operating concurrently. The design method should support this parallelism. POOSL does
this by using parallel processes.

The following features are important for methods that intend to support the design of real-time
systems:

• Maintainability. It should be easy to make small modifications or corrections to a design.

• Reusability. A design method should allow easy reuse of components that have been de
signed earlier.

• Modularity. The implementation of a subsystem should be encapsulated. Other part of
the system can only cooperate with the subsystem bya defined interface. This allows the
modification of the subsystem without implications for' the rest of the design. It supports
the maintainability and reusability of the design.

• Schedulabilityanalyzability. Sometimes it is possible to analyze a specification for its
execution time. This information can be used to schedule the computations on the avail
able resources in such a way that deadlines are guaranteed to be met. It would however
require some severe restrictions on the programming language, because unbounded loops,
recursion and dynamic memory use cannot be allowed.

6
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Many of the modern methods use the object-oriented paradigm. It has better modularity, main
tainability and reusability than other languages that are function-oriented. The object-oriented
paradigm is characterized by:

• Encapsulation. An object encapsulates the data and the code that define the object. Ac
cess to the object is restricted to the exported services of the object. Encapsulation leads to
modularity.

• Inheritance. Inheritance is the ability to create a new class of objects, as a specialization
of an existing class. The new class inherits all the properties and services of the base class.
Multiple inheritance is the ability to create a new class inheriting the properties from more
than one parent class.

• Polymorphism. This is the ability to use an object instance of which the actual class is
determined at run-time. A instance can, e.g., be specified to be of class fruit and can be
implemented by an object of class apple or of class banana. Where apple and banana are
inherited classes of fruit.

The language POOSL is an object-oriented language that supports parallelism. Although it does
not support inheritance and polymorphism (at this time), this makes it a suitable language to sup
port reliability, parallelism, modularity and reusability. It does not support schedulability analyz
ability, because that requires a restriction to the power of the language. One of the most important
aspects of real-time designs, timeliness is not supported by POOSL. It lacks the necessary timing
primitives to express the timing behavior of the concurrent processes. The extension of POOSL
is intended to give POOSL these timing primitives.



Chapter 4
Timing concepts

4.1 Introduction

In order to describe and analyze the behavior of real-time parallel processes, a number of lan
guages, tools and algebras have been developed. Some ofthe first algebras are Hoare's CSP[Hoa78]
(Communicating Sequential Processes) and Milner's CCS[Mil89] (Calculus of Communicating
Systems). Next to a number of algebras, also a number of programming languages supporting
concurrency have been constmcted.
For a long time the concept of time was not expressible in these algebras or languages. In the last
decade however, methods are introduced that are also able to express real-time behavior or real
time constraints. Real-time extensions have been made to many of the popular process algebras,
and real-time programming languages have been introduced. POOSL is a formal specification
language, based on the communication principles of CCS. It should therefore be possible to apply
some of the ideas of real-time process algebras and languages to POOSL.
In this chapter, the principles and characteristics of a number of existing (real-time) process al
gebras and programming/specification languages are discussed. Some of the notation of process
algebras and the mIes that define their meaning are explained in appendix A.

4.2 Properties of the real-time extension

A new formallanguage, based on POOSL, is to be created, that can express real-time aspects of
the design as weIl. A lot of work has already been done on POOSL. To make sure that (part of) this
workcan be retained, there are a few constraints for this extension [NS91]. The untimed version
of POOSL will be denoted as UPOOSL and a real-time extended version as TPOOSL.

• Subset. Processes of untimed POOSL are still valid processes in the timed extension. This
way, ~OOSL descriptions written for UPOOSL are still (syntactically) valid in the context
ofTPOOSL.

• Semantics conservation. The behavior of an untimed POOSL process and its equivalent in
the real-time extended version should be the same, if only execution of actions is observed
and not timing. This requires that the mIes of the transition system by which UPOOSL is
defined[Voe95A], remain valid as long as they apply to UPOOSL processes.

• Isomorphism. It is required that the theory of UPOOSL is isomorphic to the subset of
UPOOSL process equivalents in TPOOSL, in order for the theoretical developments in UPOOSL
to remain valid. Expressed formally:

Any processes P, Q of UPOOSL are equivalent (P "" Q, for some equivalence relation
on UPOOSL processes) if and only if P' and Q' are equivalent in TPOOSL for the corre-

8



4.3. THE NOTION OF ABSTRACT TIME 9

sponding equivalence relation in TPOOSL (P' 1.- Q'). Where P' and Q' are the TPOOSL
equivalents of Pand Q respectively.

Isomorphism is closely related to semantics conservation. The latter states that untimed
processes syntactically remain the same (P is syntactically identical to P'). Furthermore
it states that the equivalence relations are related, such that that the actions of the timed
processes match the actions of the untimed processes..

• Abstraction: It is desirabie that it will be possibie to define an abstraction function from
TPOOSL processes to UPOOSL processes that gives for any timed POOSL process, its un
timed equivalent, i.e. the process with the same behavior as far as only (external) actions
are observed.

In chapter 8 these requirements will be verified for the proposed extension of POOSL. From a
more pragmatic point of view it is furthermore desirabie that extensions to POOSL will be logical
and appealing to the intuition of the user.

4.3 The notion of abstract time

A POOSL description is an abstract model of a complex real world. By making an abstraction
of all the complicated details, it is easier to reason about and to design systems. As behavior of
POOSL descriptions is an abstraction of real behavior, also the timing properties of a model will
only be abstractions of reality.
Since a POOSL specification does not teIl anything about an actual implementation, the real-time
properties are not exactly known. Furthermore these properties can depend on other activities in
the environment and are often stochastic rather than deterministic. Therefore time specifications
in a POOSL description will be estimates of tJle time required for real world computations.

4.4 Properties of process algebras and languages

In order to compare the features of existing real-time algebras and languages, and examine their
strong and weak points, a number of typical characteristics of these algebras will be reviewed.
Many of these characteristics are described in [NS91]
In table 4.1, a number of the existing process algebras are shown. Some of them have real-time
primitives.

1. Synchronous vs. asynchronous

A system is called asynchronous if there are no assumptions about the relative speeds of
processing and communication between distributed systems. In synchronous systems, the
processing and communication times of distributed systems are re.lated.
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Name Reference
Concurrent processes
dot calculus
CIRCAL Circuit Calculus [MiI85]
CCS Calculus of Communicating Systems [KOO9l]
SCCS Synchronous CCS
DtCCS Discrete time CCS [RV95]
TeCCS Temporal CCS [MT9D]
TiCCS Timed CCS [Yi9l]
TPCCS Timed Probabilistic CCS [HJ9D]
RtCCS Real-Time CCS [ST92]
CSP Communicating Sequential Processes [Hoa78]
TCSP Timed CSP [RR86]
ACSP Asynchronous CSP [BH92]
RtACSP Real-time ACSP
ACP Algebra of Communicating Processes
ACPp Real-time ACP [BB92]
TPA Timed Process Algebra [NS9l]
U-LOTOS Urgent LOTOS
TPL Temporal Process Language
ATP Algebra of Timed Processes
PARTY Process Algebra with Real-Time from York [HZF93]

Table 4.1: Existing process algebras

In a synchronous algebra, all processes cooperate in loek-step. This is usually expressed
by a mIe such as

P~P' 1\ Q~Q'

P 11 Q~P' I1 Q'.

This mIe expresses that if process P can do action a and process Q can do action b, than
Pand Q operating in parallel have to perform their actions together. It is also possible to
enforce this synchronization only for a certain subset of actions.

In an asynchronous algebra processes interleave their actions, This is expressed by the mIes:

P~P' Q~Q'

P 11 Q~P' 11 Q P 11 Q~P 11 Q'

P~P'Q~Q'

P 11 Q~P' 11 Q"

They indicate that Pand Q can perform their actions independently, but not simultaneously
(unless it is a communication between Pand Q).

2. Time-domain

Process algebras that incorporate timing information assign actions of a system to elements
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of a certain time domain. A time domain is either dense or discrete(sparse). In a dense time
domain, there is no smallest distance between any two distinct time points.

Some languages make explicit use of a dense time-domain. Others explicitly use discrete
time. In particular some languages incorporate discrete time steps as a special kind of ac
tion, for instance a tick of some explicit dock. In some languages both time domains can
be used. If a dense time domain is used, special care has to be taken for 'Zeno's paradox'.
In a dense time domain it is possible to create an infinite number of time transitions, where
the total time elapsed will never exceed a fixed point in time. E.g.:

where the total elapsed time will never exceed 2.

3. Must- vs may- vs wait-timing

Consider the parallel composition of the following processes:

EI=u:NIL
E2 = delay 2 : u : NIL
E3 = delay 3 : w : NIL

where the actions u have to synchronize. Three different interpretations can be distinguished
[Hui94]:

• Must-timing. At time 0, EI cannot synchronize with E2 (nor with E3) and creates a
temporal deadlock. EI 11 E2 11 E3 is then in temporal deadlock, because EI will not
let time advance. Alocal deadlock always results in agiobal deadlock (let 8 denote
the temporal deadlock behavior):

• May-timing. At time 0, EI cannot synchronize with E2 and creates a non-temporal
deadlock (can no longer perform any actions, but is willing to let time pass), thus al
lowing E3 to perform action w at time 3. Alocal deadlock leads to the death of the
local process, but does not result in agiobal deadlock.

P 118=P

• Wait-timing. The first two interpretations are only possible in case a process is not
always allowed to wait for communication. In this case the interpretation is: at time
0, EI cannot synchronize with E2, therefore EI williet time pass, synchronizing with
E2 at instant 2.

In general, languages that incorporate a possibility of time lock, use must-timing. Lan
guages that are (temporal) deadlock-free will use may- or wait-timing.
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4. Time constraining operators

A number of time constraining primitives are introduced in real-time languages and alge
bras. Some of the important primitives are:

• Time loek primitive. This primitive models a temporal deadlock. A temporal dead
loek disables the progress of time.

• Delay primitive. This is an operator that delays execution for a fixed amount of time.

• Time Stamped actions. These are actions, labeled with a point in time, indicating
when they are to be executed.

• Unbound idling. This primitive explicitly allows a process to wait before continu
ing execution. It can be used to allow a process to wait for synchronization with the
environment. It can also be used implicitly irt every communication action(arbitrary
waiting).

5. Time-out operator

Some languages have an explicit time-out primitive, mostly in the form of: (P, Q) t· (P, Q) t

behaves as P, except when P does not perform an action within time t, in which case it be
haves as Q. In some languages, time-outs can be constructed using other primitives.

Another operator, which resembles the timeout operator (P, Q) p is a watchdog. It means,
behave as P for at most time t, if P has not terminated within time t, continue behaving as
Q after this time.

6. Message passing

There are several ways to implement communication in a real-time language or algebra.
The most important characteristics are asynchronous vs. synchronous communication and
binary vs. multiway communication.

• Asynchronous. Processes do not synchronize when they communicate. E.g. by using
a FIFü buffer in a communication channel.

• Binary synchronization. Messages can only be passed between 2 processes. These
processes synchronize when a communication takes place.

• Multi-way synchronization. Multiple processes can simultaneously synchronize and
communicate. This is useful to model broadcasting messages.

In none of the languages or algebras the communication or synchronization over a message
channel is associated with time.

7. Persistency

In some algebras (TiCCS and.TCSP) the progress of time cannot suppress the ability to
perform an action. This property is called persistency and is formally expressed as:

"lP, Q, P',d,a: P~P' A P~Q=} 3P": Q~P"
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This property is not satisfied by ATP, TPL, TPCCS, TeCCS and ACPp'

A time-out construction does not necessarily lead to non-persistency. If

aP + delay d; Q~ Q

then it does, but if
aP + delay d; Q~aP + Q

13

then it does not, because then it is not the progression of time, but the (non-deterministic)
choice between aP and Q that disables the action a.

In the case of strict action urgency (described later), an algebra is trivially persistent, be
cause the possibility to perform an action prevents the process to let time pass.

8. Finite variability

A process has the finite variability (non-Zenoness, well-timedness) property if it can per
form only finitely many actions in a finite time interval. The only algebras for which ev
ery process satisfies this requirement are TCSP and ACSP. This is achieved by enforcing a
system-delay between two actions of a sequential process. This assumption seems to be the
only solution to ensure finite variability, but it yields an unnecessarily complicated theory.
Moreover a fixed system-delay between actions is arbitrary.

The property of finite variability also holds for the synchronous calculus SCCS, in which
the execution of an action is performed in a unit of time.

9. Non-deterministic (probabilistic) choice-operator

Some languages have a non-deterministic choice operator (e.g.EB):

aP EBbQ.

This operator indicates that non-deterministically a choice will be made between aP and
bQ, irrespective of whether the environment wants to synchronize on a or on b.

Some languages have a probabilistic choice operator: [pIJP + [pz] Q with PI + pz = 1.
It models a non-deterministic choice, where P is chosen with probability PI and Q with
probability pz. This can be useful for simulations in which there is some extra knowledge
about the statistical behavior of the processes.

10. Synchrony of time

In all languages that were studied, time progresses synchronously in all processes. Time
steps can only be made simultaneously by all processes. All algebras make use of a 'two
phase' model. In the first phase all processes perform as much actions as possible. In the
second phase all processes make a time step together. Only in algebras like CIRCAL, differ
ent processes can perform time-steps independently. These algebras model discrete time
steps as a (special kind of) synchronous action.
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daP---+aP

Synchrony of time seems desirable, because in reality time progresses synchronously for
all processes. There is however a drawback. Two processes that are physically distributed
and therefore not synchronized can behave strongly synchronized in the model. E.g., if
the two processes are instances of the same process class, their timing specifications are
identical and therefore they can operate in perfect synchrony in the model. In the real world,
this would not be possible. A stochastie aspect of the behavior that causes the processes to
operate asynchronously, must be modeled explicitly.

11. Arbitrary waiting

If a process wants to communieate with another process, but the other process is not ready
for communieation, there are two possible ways the total system can behave. The first pos
sibility is that this occurrence is conceived as an error. The total system gets in temporal
deadlock, because the process that wants to communicate is not willing to let any time pass.
A process that is willing to wait for communication must then be specified by using a special
primitive. The other option is to make the willingness to wait implicit for all communiea
tion.

In some languages, the latter option is chosen. These languages usually contain the follow
ing rule:

12. Action urgency

Many real-time languages incorporate some form of action urgency (maximal progress).
This property indicates that all atomie actions that can take place, must take place before
time will advance any further. If this property does not hold, progress cannot be guaranteed
because the process might choose to wait forever.

In some languages, action urgency holds only for internal actions. Communication with
other processes may wait (in the case the other processes are not yet ready for communica
tion).

13. Deadlock freeness

Deadlock is a situation in whieh a system can no longer make any progress. In timed alge
bras there are two different kinds of deadlock. These are temporal and non-temporal dead
locks.

A system is in temporal deadlock if the semantics of the system does not al10w the time to
advance. E.g., if a process requires immediate communication, but there is no communica
tion partner. A system is in non-temporal deadlock if time can still advance but the system
can never perform any action.

A real-time language is considered to be deadlock-free if it is impossible to construct a tem
poral deadlock. This can be formalized as:

VP3a E Act U 7', P': P~P'

Alllanguages that have this property use wait-timing to prevent temporal deadlock.
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14. Actions take zero-time

In most languages actions are modeled to take zero time. This is to prevent overlap in time
between parallel actions. With overlap in time, the interleaving of actions is no longer pos
sible.

To ensure finite variability, some languages like ACPp, TeCCS, ATP, Tic and PARTY model
actions to take a fixed (small) amount of time. This ensures that only a finite amount of
actions can take place in a finite amount of time. In synchronous languages all actions take
one step, which is the unit of time.

15. Interrupts l Aborts

Abort or interrupt primitives can be used to stop an active process and continue with an
other (more urgent one). In case of an interrupt, the original process will be resumed after
termination of the interrupting process. In case of an abort it will not be resumed.

Examples:
P interrupt KeyboardEvent

P abort EmergencyStop

Only TCSP has an explicit interrupt operator. In some languages interrupts can be con
structed using other primitives. In most languages only a timeout can be constructed. This
means that a process can only be suspended if it has not performed an action yet.

16. Time determinism

A language is time deterministic if the passage of time can not result in any non-deterministic
choices. This means that when a process P does not perform any action for a duration d,
the resulting behavior is completely determined by Pand d. This can be expressed as:

YP, P', P",d: P~P' /\ P~P" =} p' = p"

Usually there is a rule such as
P~P' /\ Q~Q'

P+Q~P'+Q'.

It states that the passing of time will not enforce a choice.

17. Time additivity

For time additivity (also called time continuity) it is required that a process can idle for d+d'
time units, if and only if it can idle for d time units and consequently for d' time units. In
both cases the resulting behavior should be the same. Formally, this property is expressed
as

Yd, d', P, p' : P d+d') p' {:} 3P" :p~ p" /\ p"~ p'

This property is very desirabIe. Asemantics that violates it does not match with the intuitive
notion of time.
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4.5 Overview of the most important characteristics

The most important characteristics of the formalisms are displayed in the table below for the real
time algebras.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
TCSP A dense must DT + M + + + + - + +
ACPp A dense must TS - B - - - + - + +
TiCCS A dense wait DU - B + - - + + + + + - + +
TeCCS A discr. must DTU - B - - - + - + +
TPCCS A discr. wait U + B - - + + + +
TPL D - - + + +
ATP A discr. wait U + B - - + + + +
SCCS S discr. - - - B + -
ACSP A dense wait DU + BA + -
RtCCS A discr. wait U + B - - - + + + + + - + +
TiC S dense both DTUS - B - -
PARTY S dense must DT - M - - - + - - - + - + +

Using some of these characteristics one can give a hierarchieal overview, as has been done in
figure 4.1.

4.6 Overview of real-time programming languages

Next to the real-time algebras, there are a number of specification or programming languages that
are designed for real-time applieations [Sto92]. Not all of them have a formal semantics.

• Ada. Ada is very widely used for real-time applications. The advantages are that it is well
structured, readabie, modular and it has strong typing. Ada has concurrent processes (tasks)
that synchronize through an asymmetrie rendezvous. A disadvantage is that Ada is large
and complex and may therefore be hard to leam and use. The select statement is very similar
to the or statement in POOSL, but in can only be used in combination with accept and delay
statements.

• Esterel [BG92, BMR83]. Esterel is asynchronous language. Actions are carried out in
stantaneously. The notion of time is supported in the form of' events'. Processes can act on
events and they can generate events. Events can also be generated by agiobal élock. There
are no shared variables. There is only synchronous communieation by means ofevents with
parameters. The synchrony and the immediate actions can give rise to causality problems.
E.g. a temporal paradox [BMR83]:

emit e(4) I1 (wait e(v); emit e(5))

A possible interpretation is: since all actions occur simultaneously, e(4) and e(5) will be
emitted simultaneously, which means that v would be the multiset {4, 5}.
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• Lustre [CPHP87]. Lustre is a synchronous data-flow language. The basic data structure is
a 'stream'. Operators combine streams to new streams. Time streams can be introduced to
create a notion of time.

• Modula2. In Modula2, processes can be synchronized through waits and signaIs.

• Occam2 [Wex89]. Occam2 is very similar to CSP. It is designed to support interacting con
current processes. A program consists of static processes and predetermined fixed commu
nication channels. Send and receive statements are both blocking as in a rendez-vous. It has
a non-deterministic guarded command and a primitive timer channel. Processes can he hi
erarchically constructed using the PAR, SEQ and ALT constructors, to implement parallel,
sequentialor alternative execution of statements respectively. Hiding channels or encapsu
lation are not possible.

• Pearl. Pearl contains explicit deadline specification primitives and requires a real-time op
erating system to schedule the tasks accordingly. It is a prescriptive language with many
primitives for monitors, signal and semaphores.

• PORTAL. In PORTAL the process is the grain of parallelism. Monitors can be used and
processes synchronize through waits and signaIs. The wait statement can be extended with
a delay to implement a wait or a time-out on a signal.

• Rea)·Time Euclid. The most important characteristic of Real-Time Euclid is that programs
can be analyzed for their maximum execution time. This allows them to be scheduled, such
that all deadlines are guaranteed to be met. In order to achieve this, some concessions have
been made to the power of the language. Loops must be bounded. Recursion and dynamic
storage allocation are disallowed. Timing information needs to be specified for every pro
cess.

• StateMate. StateMate is a graphical method to specify statemachines. Transitions of the
statemachines can be specified using the formallanguage of statecharts.

• VHDL. VHDL (Very high speed integrated circuits Hardware Description Language) is an
asynchronous language. Actions that occur at the same time are given a temporal order
ing, by introducing some infinitesimal time between them, so called delta-times. Timing is
introduced by assignment to signaIs,

x <= E after t.

This assignment has the following meaning: evaluate E now and assign the resulting value
to x after a delay of t timeunits. This is used to model a propagation delay. The evaluation of
E does not take any time. Synchronization is introduced by the wait statement, which can be
used to let a process wait for a signalor wait for some timing constraint. Next to behavioral
statements, there are structural statements, which can be used to express hierarchy. The
grain of concurrency are the process statements.
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Figure 4.1: Overview real-time algebras



Chapter 5
The selection of timing concepts and primitives

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, different concepts of time and different possible been discussed. In this
chapter these concepts will be evaluated for use in the extension of POOSL.

5.2 Evaluation of concepts

The concepts of section 4.4 will be discussed. Some have already been determined by POOSL,
and some are left to implement with the extension of POOSL.

1. Synchronous or asynchronous

POOSL uses an asynchronous interleaving semantics. Therefore the real-time extended
version will use the same asynchronous interleaving of actions.

2. Time domain

No special assumptions will be made about the time domain used, other than the trivial ones
[NS91]. It can be dense or discrete. It will be denoted as rr.

3. May-, Must- or Wait-timing

The semantics of untimed POOSL is such that processes that are able to communicate, will
wait for a communication partner to become ready for synchronization. A process cannot
turn into a deadlock if it cannot communicate. The concepts of must- and may-timing are
different. If the synchronization does not happen at the moment the process becomes ready
for communication, the synchronization will never happen, leaving the local process (may
timing) or the global process (must-timing) in temporal deadlock.

Wait-timing corresponds better to the behavior of untimed POOSL processes and will there
fore be used. Processes will be implicitly allowed to wait for communication.

4. Time constraining operators

Some of the discussed primitive operators can be useful for the extension of POOSL.

• Deadlock primitive. A temporal deadlock is an unnatural process. One process that
cannot advance, should not keep all other processes from advancing. A deadlock
primitive is not needed.

• Delay primitive. A delay-operator is useful, because it is a simple primitive and it can
be used in combination with other primitives to construct timeout behavior or model
computation time.

19
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• Time-stamped actions. Communication actions cannot be time-stamped, because there
is always a second process necessary that is willing to communicate. Internal actions
can be time-stamped, but the same can be achieved using a delay primitive.

• Unbound idling. Unbound idling is desirabie to implement wait-timing. When pro
cesses want to communicate, they should be able to wait for their communication part
ner if necessary. It is possible to implicitly allow unbound idling in communication,
so no special primitive is needed. This will be done for the POOSL extension.

5. Timeout operator

A time-out construction is necessary to model e.g. time-outs in communication. It can be
used to respond to the situation where synchronization between processes does not take
place in time.

A timeout operator will not be needed, since timeouts can be constructed using a delay prim
itive in combination with the choice operator and the concept of action urgency.

6. Message passing

Message passing should be binary and synchronous, according to the rendez-vous princi
ple of POOSL. An extension of POOSL with broadcasting messages would be interesting,
because this can not yet be modeled easily.

7. Persistence

Whether the persistence property will hold for a real-time extended version ofPOOSL will
depend on the interaction of POOSL primitives with time. That the passage of time can
disable the possibility to perform actions is not unnatural..A timeout on a communication
does this.

8. Finite variability

Although finite variability is intuitively a desirabie property, there is no good way to imple
ment it. The concept that actions take zero time is chosen, even if this implies the possibility
that an infinite amount of actions can be performed in zero time.

9. The choice operator An explicit non-deterministic choice is not needed, because choices
are resolved by time and by the environment. The semantics of the normal choice opera
tor states that actions that are ready simultaneously will be chosen non-deterministically.
Moreover a non-deterministic choice can be modeled with internal actions (r):

PffiQ=rP+rQ

10. Model of time

Many process algebras use two alternatingphases to describe behavior in time[NS91]. First
an asynchronous phase takes place, when all processes perform as many actions and com
munications as possible and time does not progress. This phase is followed by a synchronous
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phase in which all process let time pass simultaneously. This phase is again followed by an
asynchronous phase, etcetera. (see figure 5.1 [NS91]).

This way at points in time a number of actions take place. These actions cannot be dis
tinguished by the time of their occurrence, but they do not happen simultaneously. There
exists a temporal ordering among them. The actions do not take time. This model wiU be
used to extend POOSL.

phase 1
actions

phase 2
time

phase 1
actions

Figure 5.1: Two phase execution model

11. Arbitrary waiting

As explained earlier, processes will be implicitly allowed to wait for communication. If
both sending and receiving process are able to wait, some special care has to be taken to
ensure that the communication does take place as soon as possible.

12. Action urgency

In order to ensure that processes make as much progress as possible, action urgency is nec
essary. All internal actions of a process will have to be executed before time may advance.
The semantics of the parallel composition of processes should be such that communication
will also take place as soon as possible.

13. Deadlock freeness

It has been explained that the timed version of POOSL should be free of temporal deadlock.
Deadlock for actions, the situation that a process can no longer perform any actions, now
or in the future, will still be possible.

14. Actions take zero time

Actions will be modeled to take zero time, in order to be able to use the interleaving mecha
nism of POOSL. The time associated with the actions can be modeled with other primitives.
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15. Interrupts / aborts

The POOSL language contains both an interrupt and an abort primitive. The semantics of
these primitives in the presence of time will need to be defined.

16. Time determinism

The property of time-determinism desirabIe. A process behaves deterministically if it is
letting time pass. Possible non-deterministic choices will only be made by intemal actions.

17. Time additivity

Time additivity is a very natural property for a real-time system. The POOSL extension
will be designed to have this property.

The calculus Temporal CCS (TeCCS) [MT9ü] has a number of features in common with the stated
wishes and can be used as a model for timing in POOSL. In TeCCS, communication actions are
urgent, arbitrary waiting can be achieved using the idle operator o. In POOSL arbitrary waiting for
communication actions will be made implicit. However communication should take place as soon
as both parties are ready, which can be enforced by making the r action ofthe parallel composition
urgent. In TeCCS oaP 11 oä Q is not urgent, which means that communication does not have to
take place as soon as possible. In TeCCS, it is impossible to guarantee any form of progress.
Furthermore, TeCCS has two differentchoice operators for must- and may-timing. Since arbitrary
waiting will be made implicit in POOSL, their difference will be irrelevant.



Chapter 6
Extending the semantics of POOSL

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter properties have been selected for the extension of POOSL with time and a
delay primitive has been chosen to express timing properties in POOSL. In this extension, it will
be possible to express most of the necessary timing properties. First a time relation will be added
to POOSL and then a new primitive 'delay' will be introduced.
POOSL descriptions without any new timing primitives are intuitively associated with a specific
behavior in time. The meaning of existing POOSL descriptions should be kept the same, while
adding primitives to express the timing behavior that was not expressible in POOSL. The exten
sion should furthermore be in conformance with the constraints, stated in section 4.2.
Data computations contain no information about the time consumed. They are therefore consid
ered to be instantaneous in timed POOSL. Furthermore, assigning time to computations would
enable two computations to be simultaneously active. In the interleaving semantics of POOSL
however, actions are always interleaved. Therefore the only ways the execution of an untimed
POOSL descriptions can take time are:

• Termination.

A process that has terminated can stay inactive and let time go by.

• Waiting for communication.

If a process wants to communicate with the outside world, it can wait until the outside world
is ready.

• Waiting for a blocking guarded commando

Ifthe continuation ofan execution is prohibited by a blocking guard, time can pass, possibly
enabling the guard in a later moment in time.

Furthermore, a number of interactions between time and POOSL primitives will have to be spec
ified.

• The choice operator and time (section 6.2.3). Only actions can enforce a choice. The pas
sage of time needs to be coordinated among all alternatives and urgency needs to guaran
teed.

• Interrupts,aborts and time (section 6.2.4). The way time progresses in interrupted and in
terrupting or aborting statements must be specified.

• Guarded commands and time (section 6.2.5). It needs to be defined, when a guard will be
executed and under what conditions the following statement may let time pass.

• Parallel composition and time (section 6.2.6). The time in two or more concurrent processes
needs to be synchronized.

23
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6.2 Adding the time relation to POOSL

6.2.1 Introduction

First, a time relation will be added to POOSL, in such a way that old POOSL descriptions are
still valid with the interpretation that their execution does not take any time, except for the cases
described in the previous section. In order to do this, the interactions between existing POOSL
primitives and the new time relation will be investigated.
The meaning of POOSL processes has been formalized with a computational interleaving seman
tics, specified by a labeled transition system [Voe95B]

(ConfP, Act, {~ I a E Act})

ConfP is he set of all possible POOSL processes in aspecific internal state, Act is the set of pos
sible actions and {~ I a E Act} is a set of transition relations ~ E ConfP x ConfP. This
indicates what processes (configurations) can perform what actions.

Conf!~Conf2

means that configuration Conf! may perform action a and further behaves as Conf2.
For the extension of POOSL, a new set of relations will be added:

(Con fP , Act, er, {~ Ia E Act}, {~ IdEer})

where er is the time domain and {~ IdEer} E ConfP x ConfP is the time relation, that indi
cates if a process can wait a time d.

d
Conf! ----* Conf2

means that configuration Conf! may wait for d time units, after which it behaves as Conf2.

6.2.2 Timing of processes

A system consists of a number of process and clusters that operate concurrently and synchronize
by communication. The operation of the processes takes time and in order to create a useful model
of the real world, time should pass synchronously within all processes. Processes can consume
time by waiting, computing or by communicating.

6.2.3 The choice

The relation between the choice operator (or) and time will be investigated. In untimed POOSL
the or command can be used to leave several possibilities open until a choice can be made. A
choice can, e.g., depend on synchronization opportunities with the environment. In the context
of time, this corresponds to waiting for the environment to enforce a decision.
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Therefore, in the timed version of POOSL, an or statement can let a time d go by if and only if
all alternatives are ready to let time d go by. In the meantime no choice will be made. This leads
to the following rule:

SI~S~ 1\ S2~S;

SI or S2~S~ or S;

This can be illustrated by figure 6.1.

PorQ

P'

Q'

Figure 6.1: Possible transitions of the choice operator

6.2.4 Time and interrupts

An interrupt statement' SI interrupt S2' works like an alternative S2 that is available in every
state of the execution of statement SI (see fig. 6.2). Therefore the semantics of the statement

P interrupt Q

Q'

Figure 6.2: Transitions of an interrupt statement

with respect to time is identical to that of the choice statement. The interrupt statement can let
time pass if and only if both SI and S2 can let time pass,

SI interrupt S2~S~ interrupt S;.
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However, this rule cannot be directly used. Since the passing of time changes the interrupting
statement Sz to S;, a new statement must be introduced, that 'remembers' the original interrupting
statement. This is necessary, because the original statement must be started when the interruption
is finished. The statement will be called ext.interrupt which stands for extended interrupt.

SI ext.interruptS, Sz

This changes the rule to:

SI ext.interrupt S, Sz~S; ext.interrupt S, S;.

The extended interrupt interrupt statement is a so called 'extended process statement' [Voe95A].
This means that this statement cannot be used in a process specification. In a specification, the
normal interrupt statement is used and the rule

Slext.interrupt Sz, SZ~S3
SI interrupt SZ~S3'

defines its semantics.
Once the interrupt takes place, Sz is active and SI no longer makes any progress until the interrup
tion finishes. Since time is often used as a model for computational progress, time cannot advance
in the interrupted statement SI. This is furthermore impossible, because SI might not allow time
to pass, while Slis interrupted and thus inactive. This leads to the following rule regarding time
and the interrupted statement:

SI interrupted SZ~SI interrupted S;.
A number of rules more are necessary to fully define the semantics of the interrupt. These rules
are rather trivial and can be found in the complete list of new rules in chapter 7.
The interaction between time and abort statements is similar to the interrupt statement. The dif
ference is that the aborted statement will not be resumed. The semantics of the abort statement is
also given in chapter 7.

6.2.5 Time and guarded commands

To determine the timing behavior of the guarded command [E]S, two situations must be consid
ered. The first is the situation that the guard evaluates to fa/se. The guard blocks and the fol
lowing statement remains inactive. To prevent a temporal deadlock, the bloking guard should be
willing to let time pass. This lead~ to the rule:

E::::::: fa/se

[E]S~[E]S
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(E ~ false is used to denote that E can evaluate to false).
The other possibility is that the guard evaluates to true. In this case the following statement should
become active. The guarded command can let time pass if and only ifthe statement Scan let time
pass.

s~S' =j.J, E ~ true

[E]S~[E]S'

The expression E will be executed as soon as the following statement performs and action. If
the following statement terminates, withing performing any action, the guarded command cannot
terminate, but first has to execute the guard:

S~.J, E ~ true

[E]S~E

A drawback of these mIes is that they introduce some counter intuitive meaning. The behavior of
the guarded command depends on the value of the guard, the guard however is not executed before
the following statement will actually be executed. Secondly, when e.g. the statement [E]delay d
is executed, the expression E will be evaluated after the delay. While intuition suggests that the
guard is executed before the following statement. This problem will be discussed in section 6.4.

6.2.6 Parallel composition and synchrony

Time should progress synchronously in all parallel processes, because that is the way time works
in the real world. However, since this synchrony is very strong in the model, it can introduce syn
chrony between processes that. would be asynchronous in reality, because of their physical dis
tribution. Another issue is the effect of concurrency boundaries, within which parallel processes
must be implemented serially. This could be modeled with a different parallel composition oper
ator, that interleaves time the way actions are interleaved. However, this topic will not be studied
in this report.
Maximal parallelism will be assumed, which means that processes operate in parallel and time
progresses synchronously. Asynchronous time must therefore be modeled explicitly. Note that
actions are still asynchronous, because they are interleaved.

6.3 Adding a delay primitive

6.3.1 Introduction

The additions so far have given the interaction of the existing primitives with time. In order to
specify system with quantitative timing behavior however, a new primitive is needed.

6.3.2 The delay statement

The new primitive will take the fonn:
delay d
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where dis an element of the time domain 7'. In the section 6.3.3, it will be shown how this state
ment can be used with an expression as a parameter. This expression should evaluate to an element
of 7'. The meaning of this new primitive is: wait for d time units. It can be implemented with the
mIes:

delay d +d'~delay d'

delayd~.J

6.3.3 The delay statement with expressions

One would like to use the delay statement with expressions, rather than with fixed times. This
would allow delays that depend on data, or stochastic delays.
The use of the delay statement in combination with the or statement depends on the fact that the
delay can idle without performing an action. An action in one.of the alternatives would force the
or statement to make a choice. Evaluation of the expression of the delay must be considered an
action, because it can modify the state of the process. Consider the following statement:

delay E
or

ch?m

To determine the length of the delay, E must be evaluated. Since this is an action, the or state
ments discards the second alternative. Subsequently, the statement will wait for the duration of
the delay. This is not what was intended by the original statement. The intended meaning is,
keep both alternatives open for E time units, if the communication ch?m has not taken place in
this time, terminate.
In section 6.4 a solution to this problem will be discussed, which will allow the use of an expres
sion in a delay statement.

6.4 Evaluation and execution

It has been shown that both with the guarded command and with the delay statement, the evalua
tion of the expression causes problems. With the guarded command it was necessary to execute
the guard after the initial delay of the statement. An expression in the delay statement made the
delay loose its property that it does not perform any action.
What causes these problems is the fact that evaluation of guards or delay times must be consid
ered to be actions. Expressions may contain statements and can change the internal state of a
process, just as norma\ statements can. However, if it could be enforced that expressions, used
in guarded commands and delay statements are side-effect free, the evaluation of an expression
could be considered an activity which is not an action and does not have to enforce a choice with
the or statement. One might discern between the execution of statements and the evaluation of
expressions.
It is in general impossible to verify in an untyped language like POOSL whether an expression is
side-effect free. However, since it is planned to change POOSL in a typed language, it is justified
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to assume that it is possible to discriminate between side-effect free and non side-effect free ex
pressions and require that expressions following a delay and expressions in a guard are side-effect
free.
This way, the termination rule of the guarded command can be changed to

S~,J, E ~ true

[E]S~,J

The delay with an expression can be introduced by the rule:

d'delay d------+ S, E ~ d
d'delay E------+S

6.5 Timing of the rendez-vous

6.5.1 Introduction

Communication itself is considered an action in POOSL and no time is assigned to this behavior.
In reality however communication does take time. In fact it is a complicated process, which de
pends strongly upon the implementation of the communication mechanism. It might be divided
in the following two phases (see figure 6.3):

• Setup phase. In this phase, all possibIe candidates for communication negotiate to deter
mine which processes are going to communicate.

• Communication phase. After the setup, the actual communication takes place. Data is
transmitted from one process to another.

A POOSL description is an abstraction of reality, enabling the designer to concentrate on the im
portant elements, rather than on all the specific details. Dealing with the actual negotiations on
what processes are going to communicate is too implementation dependent and too complex to
make it part of the semantics of communication statements. It is however still possible to model
this complex behavior explicitly.
More important is the time consumed by the actual communication. This aspect will be introduced
in the semantics of the communication statements. The communication time will depend on the
channel that is used and the message that is sent.
There are a number of options to specify the time of a communication:

• The communication time depends only on the channel used. The characteristics of the chan
nel determine the time needed to communicate a message. The contents of the message are
not taken into account.
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Figure 6.3: Timing of the rendez-vous

• The communication time depends on the channel and the message. The message name and
the number of parameters are also used to specify the duration of the communication. Every
instance of communication of the same message over the same channel will take equally
long.

• The communication time is specified for every instance of a communication primitive in
the specification of a process. This way, the designer who writes the specification can use
his or her knowledge about the contents and characteristics of the message of that instance
to refine the timing specification.

Very useful, especially for simulation, would be the ability to specify stochastic timing behav
ior for communication. Because certain communication channels in reality behave stochastically,
rather than deterministically. For this to be possible, it would suffice to allow the delay to be spec
ified by an expression that is evaluated as the communication takes place. This would furthermore
allow communication time depending on the contents of the transmitted parameters.

If it is known how long a communication will take, it can be modeled by delaying both processes
engaged in the rendez-vous, for that amount of time. The problem is that the channel will have to
be inaccessible during this period, so that no other processes can communicate over the channel
in this interval.
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6.5.2 Blocking a channel during communication

31

If two processes communicate over a channel, the channel can be occupied and not available for
another communication. Some mechanism must be introduced to model this.
A problem arises if one abstracts from internal communication. If in the following behavior spec
ification

BSpec = BSpecl 11 BSpec2

BSpecl communicates with BSpec2, then BSpec performs aTaction:

BSpec4 BSpec'

However Tactions are supposed to take no time, while a communication does.
In POOSL the fact that actions take no time is vital as explained in chapter 5. The problem can
be solved in the same way that is used to model computation time. It is resolved by making the
Taction of BSpee instantaneous and giving BSpecl and BSpec2 a delay, that equals the channel
delay and by blocking the channel for the same amount of time. BSpec can perform the Taction
instantaneously, but then it has to idle until the communication is completed and the channel is
released.
The availability of channels has to be recorded in the configuration of the process. In unitimed
POOSL, a configuration look like this [Voe95B]:

(BSpec, env, SysP, Sys)

It consists of a behavior specification BSpee, an environment env, which contains the intemal
state of the processes, and SysP and Sys, which define all process- and dataclasses.
A function ChanRelease : Chan ~ tI will be added to the configuration. This function assigns
to every channel the moment in time, relative to the current time, that the channel will be released
and available for communication again. Configurations will then be of the form

(BSpee, env, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease)

After a communication over channel ch with timing d, ChanRelease will change as follows:

ChanRelease' = ChanRelease{djch}

and eh will be blocked for d time units.
This changes the third parallel composition mIe of [Voe95B] to:

(BSr, el, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease)~ (Bsr', e~, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')
(BSi, e2, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease) --traJ+ (BSi', e;, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')
ChanRelease(Chan(l» = 0
BSr 11 BS2,el . e2, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease ?
BSf 11 BSz', e~ . e;, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')

where ChanRelease' = ChanRelease{dj Chan(l)}
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As time goes by, the moments that blocked channels will be released comes closer. Therefore
everytime the system waits, the ChanRelease function must be updated. In all mIes that wait d
time units, the ChanRelease function should 'age':

ChanRelease" = Age(ChanRelease, d)

Where

A (Ch R l d) ( h) {
ChanRelease(eh) - d if ChanRelease(eh) > d

ge an e ease, e = 0
else

Since the ChanRelease function uses channel names, the relabel mIe has to take care of keeping
the ChanRelease function correct:

(BSe, envs, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease of) 7 (Bse', envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease' 0 f)
(BSe[f], envs, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease) --rr.ar+ (Bse'[f], envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')

Where f is a complete function with f(r) = T.

(Note that this is also correct in the case that f is not injective, i.e. if f maps two or more channels
onto one)
It is also necessary to specify the ChanRelease behavior in the context ofthe hiding operator. If a
certain channelname is hidden for the rest of the hierarchy, the channelname should be considered
a different channel if it is used again. This could occur for example if several instances of a single
process or cluster class are used.

(BSpeee, envs, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease\) 7 BSpeee', envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease~
(BSpeee\L, envs, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease2) 7 BSpeee', envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease;

if Chan(a) 'I. L, and where for all eh 'I. L:

ChanRelease\ (eh) = ChanRelease2 (eh)
ChanRelease~ (eh) = ChanRelease; (eh)

This means that for channels that are hidden, the ChanRelease function may differ. This way the
names of hidden channels can be reused.

6.5.3 Specification of channel delays

The most versatile and most adequate way to specify a channel delay is to add to every instance
of a communication primitive a specification of the associated delay.
There are two parties in a communication that should not specify different time for their commu
nication. Therefore, it will be the sending process that determines the communication time. It
'knows' the parameters it is going to send and can thus let the communication time depend on
them. This is also convenient in the case of a possible extension to broadcast messages, where
there will be one sender and more receivers.
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The message send primitive will be changed to:
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where Et is an expression that specifies the communication time. Since Et is a general expression,
it is then possible to call a method that generates a vaIue, according to some stochastic process.
This way a real stochastic channel can be modeled.

6.5.4 Implementation of channel delays

It has been determined how channel delays will be specified and how the availability of channels
will be recorded in configurations. The semantics of the modified communication primitives and
configurations remains to be defined.
The following rules are therefore necessary (assurne Et evaluates to d):

h ' (E E ){E} ch![datalldJ cl I de.m , , ... , n t ) e ay ifd > 0

eh!m(E" ... , En HEt} ch'[datalldJ).J if d = 0

eh?m(E1 , ••• , En I E) chry[datalld}) clelay d if d > 01\ E ~ true

eh?m(E" ... , En I E) ch?[datalld).J if d = 01\ E ~ true

In order to pass the communication time to the receiving process, the communication actions have
to be extended to eh?m[data]{d} and eh!m[data]{d} respectiveIy, changing L the set of commu
nication actions (defined in [Voe95B]) to:

L = {eh?m[data]{d} I eh E Chan 1\ mEMName 1\ data E Strue~ys,min 1\ dE T} U

{ch!m[data]{d} I eh E Chan 1\ mEMName 1\ data E StrueSys,min 1\ d E T}



Chapter 7
Modifications to POOSL

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the changes to the existing semantics of POOSL will be listed completely. First,
the mIes needed to implement the time transition relation in POOSL wip be given. Then the mIes
to implement the new primitive delay E and the channel delay will be added. In the last section,
other necessary changes in definitions such as context conditions etcetera. are listed.
In the following sections, abstract and more readable versions of the mIes are given. The complete
mIes may alter the rest of the configuration only trivially. Only in the mIes for parallel compo
sition, relabling and channel hiding, the complete mIes have been given, because for these mIes,
the ChanRelease function is important.
E ~ y will be used as an abbreviation of:

(y, (5', ps', T') E 9vf «(E, (5, ps, T))

for some (5', ps', T'. Which means that the expression E evaluates to y.

7.2 Axioms and rules for adding time to POOSL

Axiom 1 (Terminated process and time):

Axiom 2 (Message send and time):

ch!m{Et}~ch!m{Et}

Axiom 3 (Message receive and time):

dch?m-----+ ch?m
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Rule 1 (Sequential composition and time):

Rule 2 (Choice operator and time a):

s,~s; =1= ~ /\ S2~S; =1= ~

S, or S2~S; or S;

Rule 3 (Choice operator and time b):

S,~S; /\ S2~~

S, or S2~~

Rule 4 (Choice operator and time c):

S,~~ /\ S2~S;

S, or S2~~

Rule 5 (Blocking guarded command and time):

E ~ false

[E]S~[E]S
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Rule 6 (Guarded command and time a):

CHAPTER 7. MODIFICATIONS TO POOSL

S~S' 9Ë ,J Á E ~ true

[E]S~[E]S'

Rule 7 (Guarded command and time b):

S~,J Á E ~ true

[E]S~,J

Rule 8 (Abort command and time a):

. SI ~S; 9Ë,J Á S2~S; 9Ë ,J

SI abort S2~S~ abort S;

Rule 9 (Abort command and time b):

SI~,J Á S2~S;

SI abort S2~,J

Rule 10 (Abort command and time c):

SI~S~ Á S2~,J

SI abort S2~,J
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Rule 11 (Interrupt, initialization):

SI ext.interrupt Sz, SZ~S3

SI interrupt SZ~S3

Rule 12 (Interrupt, normal execution):

SI ext.interrupt S, SZ~S~ ext.interrupt S, Sz

Rule 13 (Interrupt, successful termination by action):

SI ext.interrupt S, Sz~,J

Rule 14 (Interrupt command and time a):

SI ext.interrupt S, Sz~S~ ext.interrupt S, S;

Rule 15 (Interrupt command and time b):

SI ext.interrupt S, Sz~S~ ext.interrupt S, S
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Rule 16 (Interrupt, successful termination by time):

SI ext.interrupt S, Sz~,J

Rule 17 (Interrupt, interrupt occurrence):

SI ext.interrupt S, SZ~SI interrupted S, S;

Rule 18 (Interrupt, interrupt occurrence and immediate termination):

SI ext.interrupt S, SZ~SI ext.interrupt S, S

Rule 19 (Parallel composition and time):

SI~S~ /\ SZ~S2 /\ -.Urgent (SI" Sz, d)

SI I1 Sz~S; " S;

7.3 Axioms and rules for adding a delay-command to timed POOSL

Now a primitive with a quantified timing behavior is added. This primitive will give the required
expressive power in combination with the existing primitives.
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Rule 20 (Delay evaluation):

d'delay d~S 1\ E ~ d
d'delay E~S

Axiom 4 (Delay and time a):

delay d + d' ~delay d'

Axiom 5 (Delay and time b):

delayd~.j

7.4 The channel delay

In this section, the rules necessary to implement the channel delay will be listed.
Rule 21 (Message send a):

Et ~ d > 0

h ' {E} ch'm[datalld} d I dc.m t ) e ay

Rule 22 (Message send b):

ch!m{E} ch!m[data){O)).j
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Rule 23 (Message receive a):

Axiom 6 (Message receive b):

Rule 24 (Parallel composition):

CHAPTER 7. MODIFICATIONS TO POOSL

d>O
eh?m ch?m[data]{d}) delayd

h? ch?m[data]{O} /e .m )..;

(BS~, el, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease)~ (BSr, e~, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')
(BSz,ez, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease)~ (BSz', e;, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')
ChanRelease(Chan(l)) = 0
BS~ 11 BSz,el . ez, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease 7
BSr I1 BSz', e~ . e;, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')

where ChanRelease' = ChanRelease{d/ Chan(l)}

Rule 25 (Relabeling):

(BSe, envs, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease 0 f) 7 (Bse" envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease' 0 f)
(BSe[f], envs, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease)~ (BSe'[f], envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease')

Rule 26 (Channel hiding):

(BSpeee, envs, SysP, Sys, ChanReleasel) 7 BSpeee', envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease~
(BSpeee\L, envs, SysP, Sys, ChanReleasez) 7 BSpeee', envs', SysP, Sys, ChanRelease;

if Chan(a) rf. Land where for all eh rf. L:

ChanReleasel (eh) = ChanReleasez (eh)
ChanRelease~ (eh) = ChanRelease; (eh)
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For a number of the existing rules in [Voe95B], action should be replaced by action or time. E.g.
the rule (Sequential composition 1):

SI~S; =J..J
SI; Sz~S;; Sz

should be changed to

SI~S~ =J. .J
SI; Sz~S;; Sz

where a ranges over actions and time steps (Act U T).
the same holds for the following mIes: a' ,b',f' ,h' ,i' ,q' ,r' ,x'.
The following rules have been replaced: 2' ,3' ,m' ,n' ,0' ,p' ,u' ,v' ,w'.

In the rule 'parallel composition and time', a function Urgent has been used. Urgent is a function
ConfP x er ~ {true, false}, that assigns to aconfiguration and a duration d, a boolean which
indicates if a configuration will become urgent in this interval.

Urgent ((BSe, env, SysP, Sys) ,d) = Urgent(BSe, d)

Urgent (BSpece, d) = Urgent (BSpece, O)v

(3dl
E er, BSpecel E ConJP, d' E (0, d) : BSpece~ BSpecel

1\ Urgent(BSpecel , 0»)
This states that the behaviorspecification BSpece is not urgent and will not become urgent for the
next d timeunits.
(Note that BSpecel is unique, since time behaves deterministically)
Urgent(BSpece,O) is defined by table 7.1.
Urgent ([SP,e]O(E1, ... ,Er») as used in table 7.1 is defined in table 7.2.

BSpece Urgent ((BSpece, envs, SysP, Sys) ,0)
CP(E I , ••• , Er) true
CC(E I , ••• , Er) tme
[sp·e] see table 7.2O(E] ..... Er)
[BSpeCe]CC(E

1
..... Er) Urgent ((BSpece, envs, SysP, Sys) ,0)

{ Irue if BSpecj and BSpec, can cnmmunicate
BSpec1 I1 BSpecî Urgent(( BSpec1, el, SysP, Sys) , O)v

Urgent(( BSpecî, ez, SysP, Sys) ,0) else
BSpece\L Urgente (BSpece, envs, SysP, Sys) ,0)
BSpece[J] Urgente (BSpece, envs, SysP, Sys) ,0)

Table 7.1: Urgency of BSpece for d = 0
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7.5 Other modifications

Some more elements of the existing POOSL semantics need to be changed.

• The process statements

The set StatP of process statements will have to include the new and modified primitives.
Therefore the new definition will be:

SP ::= S
ch!m(EI , , En){Er}
ch?m(PI, , pm I E)
m(EI, ... , En)(PI, ... , Pm)
Sp· sP

I' 2

Sf or S~
[E]SP
if E then Sf else S~ ti
do E then SP od
Sf abort S~

Sf interrupt S~

delay E

A similar extension has to be made to the set of extended process statements Statp,e.

sp,e ::= S
ch!m(EI , , En){Er}
ch?m(PI, , Pm IE)
m(EI, ... , En)(PI, ... , Pm)
Sp·e. SP

I ' 2
SPorSP

I 2
[E]SP
if E then Sf else S~ ti
do E then SP od
Sf'e abort S~

Sf interrupt S~

Sf·e ext.interruptS~, S~,e

Sp,einterruptedSP Sp·e
I 2' 2

..j... m(PI .. ··'Pm) sp,e

-J
delay E

• System configuration

The system configuration has been extended with the channel release function, which in
dicates what channels are free for communication. The new configuration will be of the
form:
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Where ChanRelease is the channel release function as described in section 6.5.
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• System specification

Since a system specification should be a special kind of configuration, the system specifi
cation also has to be extended with a function ChanFree that assigns 0 to eve.ry channel,
indicating that all channels are free:

SSpec ::= (BSpec, 0, SysP, Sys, ChanFree)

• Context conditions

An extra context condition will be necessary.

- Side-effect free expressions

The rules and axioms of the delay and the guarded command require that the expres
sions used are side-effect free, if we want to guarantee that the semantics are in hne
with the intuitive feeling about the statements.

This can however not be specified as long as the POOSL language is u~typed.
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sp,e Urgent(([SP,e]cP(EI ,...,Er) ,env, SysP, Sys) ,0)
S true
ch!m(EI, ... , En HEt} false
ch?m(PI, ... , Pn I E) false
m(EI, ... , En)(PI, ... , Pm) true
sp,e. SP

Urgent ~~[Sf"lo'E' .....E,)' envs, Sys', Sys), 0)I ' 2

sP or SP Urgent [SfJcP(E1, ...,Er)' envs, SysP, Sys) , 0) VI 2

Urgent (([SnCP(E{, ...,Er) ,envs, SysP, Sys) ,0)

{ false

[E]SP
if E ~ false

Urgent ((cSP]cP(E1..... Er) , envs', SysP, SyS) ,0)
if E ~ true

if E then Sf else S~ ft true
do E then SP od true
Sp,e abort sP Urgent (([Sf·']o,E,,, ... E,) ,envs, Sys', SYs?, 0~ VI 2

Urgent (([SncP(E1 .... ,Er) ,envs', SysP, Sys ,0

Sf interrupt S~ Urgent (([Sf ext.interrupt S2, S2]cP(E1,.... Er) '
envs,SysP,Sys) ,0)

Sf"e ext.interrupt S, S~ Urgent (([Sf·']o,E,,,... E,) , envs, Sys', sys?, 0~ V

Urgent (([SncP(E1 ....,Er) , envs', SysP, Sys ,0

Sf"e interrupted S~, s~·e Urgent (([S~,e]cP(EI,... ,Er) ,envs', SysP, Sys) ,0)
..l- m(Pl, ..·.Pm) sp·e Urgent (([sp·e] , envs, SysP, Sys) ,0)

,J false
delay E false

Table 7.2: Urgency of [sp·e]cP(E1, ...,Er)



Chapter 8
Relations between timed specifications

8.1 Introduction

In [PVS96] a number oftheoretical properties of POOSL specifications have been proven. Further
an equivalence relation has been defined that guarantees the correctness of replacing e.g., clusters
by equivalent ones.
Since the semantics of POOSL have been altered, these properties might no longer hold. In order
to be able to use the results for untimed POOSL, new equivalence relations will be defined for
timed POOSL configurations, and the relationship between timed and untimed POOSL configu
rations will be investigated.

8.2 Bisimulations and equivalences

The equivalence of different configurations is often defined using bisimulations, as introduced by
Park [ParSü]. The observation equivalence and transformation equivalence of POOSL [PVS96]
are also based on (weak) bisimulations.
In the real-time extended version of POOSL, new bisimulations can be defined. A timed weak
bisimulation can be defined following [Voe95B].

Definition 1 Timed weak bisimulation
A binary relation 5 over configurations (5 5; ConfP x ConfP) is a timed weak bisimulation if
(conff, conf!) E 5 implies:

• the Sys parts of conff and conf! are syntactically identical

and for all a E Act and d E tI:

• if conff~conft then, for some conf!' , conf! á conf!' and (conft, conf!') E 5

• if conff~conft then, for some conf!', conf!~ conf!' and (conff' , conf!') E 5

• if conf!~conf!' then, for some conff' , conff~ conff' and (conf!', conff') E 5

• if conf! ~conf!' then, for some conff', conf(~ conff' and (conf!' , conff') E 5

The binary, relations~ and ~ and the meaning of aare defined in appendix A.~ indicates
a transition, including the action a, preceded and/or followed by one or more r-actions. ~ indi
cates that the configuration can wait d ~imeunits, but possibly executing some internal actions in
between. ais a, if a does not equal r, otherwise it is an empty sequence.
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Definition 2 Observation equivalence
Two configurations confi and conf! are observation equivalent (confi ~ conf!) if and only if
there exists a timed weak bisimulation 5 such that (confi, conf!) E S.

Transformation equivalence can then be defined.

Definition 3 Transformation equivalence
Two configurations confi and conf! are transformation equivalent, confi <~> conf!, if and
only if

• confi ~ conf!

• Reset(confi) ~ Reset(conf!)

With the Reset function computing the initial behavior specification of a configuration, defined
in [PVS96]
This equivalence is comparable to the observation equivalence in untimed POOSL. It can be used
to replace a cluster with an equivalent one, without affecting the behavior of the total system.
In [PVS96] a system of transforÎnations on POOSL specifications is defined. These transfor
mations change POOSL specifications, without changing their behavior. Both specifications are
transformation equivalent. This system oftransformations is sound (all transformations are valid),
but not complete (not all equivalent specifications can be transformed in each other).
Using the new equivalence relation, not all transformations remain valid. In POOSL it was valid
two map two different channels onto one channel if this does not introduce any new communica
tion. This is no longer true if communication over channels takes time.
It is also useful to define an equivalence relation that states whether or not two configurations
behave identical as far as only actions are observed, and not their timing. This equivalence( '-")
will be based on a bisimulation that is even weaker than a weak bisimulation.

Definition 4 Action bisimulation
A binary relation 5 over configurations 5 ~ ConfP x ConfP is an action bisimulation if
(confi, conf!) E 5 implies for all CL E Act U tI:

Cr
• if confi 4confi' then, for some conf!" conf! ~ conf!, and (confi' , conf!') E 5

Cr
• if conf! 4conf!' then, for some confi', confi =t confi' and (conf!" confi') E 5

a
ex and the relation ~ are defined in appendix A. For a sequence cr', Cr denotes cr' without T- or time-

a
transitions. =t indicates a transition, including the action a, preceded and/or followed by one or
more T- or time-actions.
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Two systems that are action equivalent, behave the same as far as only actions are observed. How
ever, action equivalence is not strong enough to be a congruence in the context ofthe cluster com
binators. Replacing a c1us.ter by an action-equivalent one does in general not yield an action equiv
alent total system, because the 'speed' of a subsystem can influence the actions of the total system.
Consider the parallel composition of the following processes:

ch?mO or delay 5

and
delay d; ch!mO

The latter process is action equivalent for all d. Whether the communication takes place however,
depends strongly on d.
For the three equivalence relations derived, it holds that:

conf; <~> conf{ ::::} confi ~ conf{

and

conf; ~ conf{ ::::} conf; '-' conf{

but not the other way around.

8.3 Isomorphism

In this section a relation will be established between a process containing no timing primitives in
the context of UPOOSL and in the context of TPOOSL.
Let conft and conh be configurations in UPOOSL, then they are not configurations in TPOOSL,
because the ChanRelease function has been added to a configuration. However, let

7' «(BSpece
, env, SysP, Sys)) = (BSpece

, env, SysP, Sys, ChanFree)

then 7' is an isomorphism from UPOOSL to a subset of TPOOSL, such that

U r
confl ~ conh {} 7'(conft) ~ 7'(conh)

U r
Where ~ and ~ denote observation equivalence in UPOOSL and TPOOSL respectively.

Proof (::::}):

Let conft and conh be UPOOSL configurations, such that conf,
weak bisimulation Su for (conft, conh).
Define a binary relation Sr as:

u
~ conh, then there exists a

Sr = {(7'(confa), 7'(confb)) I (confa, confb) E Su}

Then Sr is a timed weak bisimulation for (7'(confl), 'T(conh)), because
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• (T(confd, T(conJz)) E Sr by definition of Sr,

• Let (confa, confb) E Sr and confa ~con~. By definition of Sr, there exist uconfa and
uconfb, such that T(uconfa) = confa, T(uconfb) = confb and (uconfa, uconfb) E Su.
uconfa ~uconf~ and thus by definition of the weak bisimulation there is a configuration

a a
uconf~ such that uconfb =} uconf~. Let conf~ = T(uconf~) then con!b =} conf~ and

(con~, conf~) E Sr,

• Let (confa, confb) E Sr and confa~con~. By definition of Sr, there exist uconfa and
uconfb, such that T(uconfa) = confa, T(uconfb) = confb and (uconfa, uconfb) E Su.
Since confa contains no timing primitives, con~ = confa.

confb is non divergent, which means that there is a conf~', such that uconfb(4 )*uconf~' /\
uconf~'-I--!-+ /\ uconf~'~uconJ;/\ (uconfa, uconf~') E Su.

f d d
Let conf~ = T(uconf~') then confb =} conJ; ---+conf~ and thus confb~ conf~ and

(con~,confD = (confa,conf~) E Sr

• The reverse part of the proof is similar, because of the symmetry.

The proof that
U T

confi ~ conJz {::: T(confi) ~ T(conJz)

is easy.
The condition that confb is not divergent has been used, this means that confb cannot perform an
infinite amount of internal actions,without letting some time pass. This is an unrealistic, but in the
semantics of timed POOSL not an impossible situation. Thus the right proposition is: if conff
and conf! are non-divergent then

U T
confi ~ conJz {:} T(confi) ~ T(conJz)

8.4 Semantics conservation

All untimed POOSL mIes have remained valid, as far as UPOOSL processes are concerned. There
fore, the TPOOSL equivalents of UPOOSL processes still behave exactly the same as the UPOOSL
processes, if only actions are observed.

8.5 Abstraction function

Itis possible to define an abstraction function .91. : T POOSL-+ UPOOSL from processes that are
part of TPOOSL to processes of UPOOSL that can behave 'similarly' as far as external actions
are observed. This way, an abstraction from timing behavior of a specification is possible.
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First, arelation between TPOOSL and UPOOSL processes will be defined which formalizes the
fact that the processes behave similarly with respect to observable actions. A similar relation is
defined for ces agents in [MiI89]

Definition 5 Simulation
A binary relation 5 c T POOSL x UPOOSL is a simulation if and only iffor all T E T POOSL
and U E UPOOSL: (T. U) E 5 implies:

LÎ

1. if T~T' then 3U' E UPOOSL : U => U' /\ (T', U') ES

Il. if T~T' then 3U' E UPOOSL : U~ U' /\ (T', U') E 5

Definition 6 Simulation
TPOOSL process T is simulated by U (T -< U) if and only if there is a simulation 5 such that
(T, U) ES.

Next, an abstraction function .91. will be defined, which computes from a timed POOSL process,
an untimed POOSL process which simulates it.

Definition 7 Abstraction function .91.
Let confP be a configuration of a TPOOSL process, and

confP = (BSpece
, env, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease)

then
.91. (confP) := (.91. (Bspece ) , env, .91. (SysP) , Sys)

The abstraction function applied on BSpece and SysP are defined in appendix B. The only thing
these abstraction functions really do is replace all delay's by nil's.

The following proposition is expected to be valid, but not yet proven.
Proposition:

confP -< .91. (confP)

This relation between timed processes and their abstractions seems to be rather weak, since it says
that the abstracted process can match all the observable actions of the timed process, but not the
other way around.
Intuitively one would say that a timed process is a Iess abstract and more detailed description of
a process, and therefore the following should hold:

T U
P ~ Q=} .91. (P) ~ .91. (Q)

if the more detailed descriptions Pand Q are equivalent, then the more abstract versions .91. (P)
and .91. (Q) should also be equivalent.
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However, this is not true, because certain paths can be excluded for reasons of timing. The ab
stracted version can no longer distinguish them. E.g., the abstracted version of the process

delay 2; S
or

delay 3; T

IS:

nil; S
or

nil;T

Assuming that S and T are both urgent, T will never be executed in the timed version because S
will always start fi.rst. The abstracted process however, no longer contains this information and T
will become a possible alternative. It is for this reason that observable actions of the abstracted
process can not always be matched by observable actions of the corresponding timed process.
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Evaluation of the added primitives

9.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, extensions to POOSL have been introduced, that allow modeling and
specification of real-time properties of processes. In this chapter a number of examples will be
considered to verify if the POOSL extensions give adequate primitives to describe the different
timing properties of the communicating processes.
It would be interesting to extend some practical POOSL description with the introduced timing
primitives and use the result in a simulator. The resulting behavior can then be verified against
the intended meaning of the primitives. However, a simulator is not yet available.

9.2 Modeling computation time

During the design of real-time systems, it is useful to have a model of the system to verify if real
time constraints are satisfied by the model. System behavior is often so complicated, that this
can only be verified using a simulation. Estimates of the computation time for subsystems can he
used in this model to acquire information about the real-time behavior of the total system. The
delay primitive can be used to model the delay, resulting from the computation time of a part of
the system. Known values or estimates of this computation time can thus be used.

Example 9.1 computation time
A subsystem, that after receiving an input value requires a certain amount of time to compute an
output value, could be modeled using a method:

RunOO
Ix y I
InChannel?GetValue(x);
Compute (x)(y);
delay d;
Outchannel!PutValue(y)
RunOO

9.3 Timeout construction

It is possible to create a timeout construction using the delay primitivé in combination with the
or statement.
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Example 9.2 timeout
The following method requests some information from a channel and will wait for d timeunits for
a response. If after d timeunits, no information has arrived, Status will be set to TimeOut and the
method will terminate.

FetchlnputO(Status, Value) I1

Channel! Input Request;

(
Channel?Getlnput(Value); )
Status:= OK

or

(
delay d; )
Status := Time Out

It is also possible to define a syntactic sugar 1 definition for a timeout. With the following defini
tion:

SI timeout(d) S2 '- SI or (delay d; nil; S2)

the previous example could be written as

FetchlnputO(Status, Value) 11

Channel! Input Request;

(
Channel?Getlnput(Value); )
Status := OK

timeout(d)
Status := TimeOut

The nU in the definition has been added for the case that S2 starts with a delay. If the nU was not
there, the timeout would occur after d timeunits plus the initial delay of S2 .

9.4 Watchdog construction

A watchdog construction differs from a timeout construction, in the sense that the 'timeout' be
havior can still be started if the execution of he alternative has started, but has not finished yet.
In the context of POOSL, this is modeled as an abort, which is triggered by time rather than by
communication or some other action.

Example 9.3 Watchdog
Suppose a process has to do some computation, which may never take longer then d timeunits. If
this computation has not finished in time, some error-handling is necessary. The following method
could be used.

I Syntactic sugar is some primitive or construction offered in the syntax of the language, that does not need to be
defined in the semantics of the language, because there is a simple translation to syntactic elements that are already
defined in the semantics
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Time_CriticaLComputationOO I1

do_ComputationO 0
abort

(
delay d; )
ErrorHandlingOO

Again, it is possible to define some syntactic sugar definition. Using the definition:

SI watchdog(d) S2 := SI abort (delay d; nil; S2)

the example can be written as:

Time_CriticaLComputationOO I1

do_ComputationO 0
watchdog(d)

ErrorHandlingOO

9.5 Communication delays
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Communication takes time and a method for modeling this time in processes has been suggested in
chapter 6. The communication was split in two parts, a synchronization phase and a waiting phase.
The synchronization between processes that are willing to communicate is an atomic action that
cannot be assigned timing behavior because of technical reasons concerning the semantics.
In the real world however the presence of processes trying to communicate on the same channel
has implications for the time needed to complete the communication. To keep the model simpIe,
these effects are not taken into account. They can still be modeled explicitly.
In the chosen approach a delay can be assigned to every instance of communication. The pro
cesses involved in the communication, will after synchronization and parameter passing, be de
layed for this time. As described in subsection 6.5.3, it is possible to specify this communication
time as a stochastic process.

Example 9.4 Stochastic timing
Suppose a process class contains a method that return a random value according to some stochastic
process. A communication can be modeled that has a stochastic delay. The following statement
can be used:

ch!m(E I , ... , En HExp(À)}

where Exp(À) is, e.g., a method of the process, that generates a stochast with an exponential dis
tribution with parameter À.
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9.6 Broadcasting messages

In a lot of applications, the possibility to broadcast messages is necessary, however it is not easy
to model broadcasting using the existing binary synchronization mechanism of POOSL. It would
therefore be useful to try to add a broadcast communication.
The concepts of time and action urgency that have been introduced, can be combined to construct
a statement that implements a broadcast

while true do eh!m(E1, ••• , Er HO} od
abort

delay d

This statements is ready to send the message eh!m(EI , ... , Er) to any process willing to receive
it, during an interval of time d.
There is however one drawback. This construction does not allow the channel to be blocked dur
ing the broadcast. New primitives are needed to implement this, e.g. using the following rules:

eh! * (EI, ... , Er Hd}-4eh!!m(EI , ... , Er Hd}

this rule states that the broadcast can be initiated on the senders own initiative, there does not need
to be a receiver ready for the message. Also in this step ChanRelease, the function that records
the availability of channels must be updated, such that channel eh will not be available for the
next d timeunits,

h" (E E ){d} ch'm(E1.·.·.E,)(d} h" (E E ){d}e ..m I, ... , r )e ..m I,···, r

this rule assures that all processes that are ready to receive the broadcast message m, will receive
it.

eh! !m(EI , ... , ErHd}~delay d - d' d' < d

eh! !m(EI , ... , ErHd}~~

After the first time transition, the processes involved will delay during the communication time
d. No new processes can synchronize with the broadcast. The receiving process will also delay
because they have received the message eh!m(E1, ••• , Er Hd}.
An alternative implementation would be to replace the third rule by

eh!!m(EI , ... , ErHd}~eh!!m(EI, ... , ErHd - d'} d' < d

Now, synchronization with the broadcast message remains possible during the whole time interval
d.

9.7 Absolute time

The time between the start and finish of a delay does not always equal the specified delay. This is
due to the fact that the delay can be interrupted. It is possible to create a delay that is less dependent
on occurring interrupt. For this it is necessary to use a separate lock process, that will send a
message when the delay is over.
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Example 9.5 absolute time
Consider e.g., the following process:
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Timer
doek
doek? Start(Time), doek! Timeout
startupOO

(

ehl?m )
timeout(10)

timeouLbehaviorO 0
interrupt

(

eh2 ?interrupt; )
some_aetion 00;
delay 2

If an interrupt takes place while waiting for the message m, a timeout will not take place after 10
timeunits. The waiting for the timeout has been interrupted. The interrupt lasts two time units.
Therefore, the timeout will take place after 12 time units.
It is not possible to interrupt the interrupt itself for the timeout handling, if the timeout occurs. It
would however be desirable to start the timeout behavior as soon as possible after 10 timeunits.
This is possible by using a separate process as a timer.
Suppose a process is available with the following service. A time d can be communicated to it.
After this, it will wait for d time units and then it is ready to communicate that the time is up. It
could be used as follows:

doek !Start (1 0)
ehl?message

or
doek?Timeout;
timeouLbehaviorO 0

interrupt

(

eh2 ?interrupt; )
some_aetionOO; .
delay 2

The timer process could be defined as follows:

process class
communication channels
message interface
initial method caB
instance methods

startupO 0 I time I
doek? Start (time);
do true then

(

delay time; )
doek! Timeout;
doek?Start (time )
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abort
doek?Start(time )

od

9.8 Periodic execution

Using the timing primitives it is possible to create statements that will be executed periodically.

do true then
(S; idle) watchdog(d) nil

od

where idle is some statement that does nothing and never terminates. It can e.g. be an infinite
loop containing a delay.
S will then be executed every d timeunits, whether S has finished or not.

9.9 Grain of interruptability

It has been shown that the presence of the interrupt statement has some influenee on the interpreta
tion oftime in the semantics. This can lead to counterintuitive interpretations in combination with
the delay as a model of real-world time. It may be desirabie to specify the grain of interruptability
of a process, i.e. to exclude specific parts of the process from being interrupted.
Time is used to model the execution time of statements. It would sometimes be useful to consider
certain statements together with their computation time as atomie and not interruptible. Using a
delay statement such a statement could e.g. be written as

SI; ~ E; delay 3; ~ Sz.

where ~s indicate the places where the execution should be interruptible.
There is a way to enforce the grain of interruptability, e.g. by using a guarded interrupt:

(i := 0; E; delay 3; i:= 1) interrupt [i = I]S

In this statement the variabie i is used to control the interruptability of the statement that is exe
cuted.
Some syntactic element could be offered to the designer to employ this construetion in a simplified
way, and a preprocessor could translate the syntactic elements to this eonstruetion.



Chapter 10
Conclusions

Many ofthe systems that need to be designed are real-time systems. In order to design real-time
systems using the SHE method, POOSL needed to be extended with the capability to express
timing behavior. To be able to understand the subtle implications of the mIes that make up the
semantics, the semantics of the existing POOSL language has been thoroughly studied. Further
more real-time process algebras and languages have been studied that incorporate a notion of time.
Using this knowIedge, a real-time version ofPOOSL has been developed, leading to the following
conclusions.

• The desired meaning of the existing POOSL primitives in relation to time has been inves
tigated. The mIes necessary to define" this meaning have been found.

• A new primitive has been introduced: delayd. This primitive can be used to specify a quan
tified delay and can be combined with existing POOSL primitives to specify different kinds
of timing behavior.

• In order to model the duration of communication over a channel, the communication be
tween processes has been extended with timing. This required the extension of configura
tions with a function indicating the availability of communication channels.

• It has been found that it is only possible to define a useful meaning to guarded commands
and delays with expressions, if expressions are side-effect free. Side-effect freeness of ex
pressions can only be checked if POOSL is changed into a typed language.

• Equivalence relations between POOSL specifications have been adapted for the real-time
semantics. These equivalence relations are necessary to develop tools such as formal veri
fication tools, behavior preserving transformations tools, etcetera.

• The relationship between specifications in the real-time version and the existing version
of POOSL has been investigated. An abstraction function has been defined that computes
from a timed POOSL specification, an untimed equivalent that simulates its behavior.

• The expressive power of the extended language has been studied. A number of typical as
pects of real-time are discussed. Examples include the modeling of computation time, the
modeling of communication time and time-outs.

The POOSL language has thus been extended with the ability to describe and specify real-time
systems,leading to a real-time specification language with a complete formal semantics.
A number of topics however, still need to be covered. The real-time extension still requires a
full elaboration. Proofs of claimed relations between POOSL specifications still need to be com
pleted. Furthermore, the implications of real-time for the informal part of SHE still need to be
studied and the usefulness of the language in the practical design of real-time systems must be
tested.
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Appendix A
Formalism, notations and definitions

A.I Process algebras

In this report, concepts of communicating (real-time) processes are described by means of a com
mon way to denote so called process algebras. This section is only a very short introduction to pro
ces algebras. For more information on (timed) process algebras, the reader is refered to [MiI89]
and [Hen93].
A process algebra is usually defined as a triple

(Proc, Act, {~ I a E Act})

where Proc is a set of syntactically valid process descriptions, Act is a set of actions and {~ 1 a E Act}
is a set of relations~ C Proc x Proc, that indicate possible actions of processes.

P~Q

means that process P may perform action a and will further behave as process Q.
The set of processes is defined by some primitive processes as e.g., SKIP which does nothing,
or .J which could indicate the behavior of a terminated process, and operators to construct new
processes. Possible operators are:

• Prefixing. A process that can perform an action a can be written as aP with P some re
maining behavior after performing action a

aP~P

• Alternative. Process algebras usually contain some form of choice operator, the exact se
mantics of which may vary. P + Q can behave as P or as Q, depending on the environment
or on some internal decision.

• It is possible to create new processes by considering the concurrent activity of two processes
and allowing them to communicate. The usual notation is P 11 Q

• Other operators can include recursion, sequential composition, idling, etcetera.

The transition relations, which define the meaning of the operators, are the smallest relations that
comply with a set ofaxioI?s and rules. An axiom could e.g. be

aP~P

for any a E Act and P E Proc. Rules are usually written in the form

condition

result
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if a # r
if a = r

meaning that if condition holds than result is valid. The choice operator can thus be defined by
the mIes:

P~P' Q~Q'

P+Q~P' P+Q~Q'

There is one element of Act, denoted as r, that represents a special kind of action. It denotes the
'silent' action. It is an internal action and cannot be observed by the environment.

A.2 Definitions and notations

In the report, the so called variant function notation is used. f{yjx} denotes the function f with
y substituted as value for x:

f{ j x}(u) = {f(U) ~f u # x
. y y If u = x

Furthermore a number of operations on sequences of actions are used (the first is from [Mil89]).

• Let a be a sequence of actions then & is inductively defined as ( ê is the empty sequence ):

ê ê

h { aaaa = &

• Cr is inductively defined as:

if a ~ {rl U 'T
ifa E {rl u'T

The relations over POOSL configurations that are used, are defined as follows (the first is from
[Voe95B]):

(1

• =} is a binary transition relation on configurations. Let confi and conf.I be configurations
and a = aJaz ...an E L* then

a
confi =}conf! iff confi(~)*~(~)*~ ...(4)*~(~)*confI

a

• =t is a binary transition relation on configurations. Let confi and conf! be configurations
and a = aJaz ...an E L* then

a

confi =t conf! iff
a' v

3a' E (Act U 'T)* : confi ---+conf! /\ a' = a

• ~ is also a binary transition relation on configurations. Let confi and conf! be configu
rations, then

confi~ conf! iff

3dJ, dz, ... , dn : dl +dz+ ... +dn =d/\conf{(~)*~(~)*~ ...~(~ )*conf!



AppendixB
Abstraction function

In this appendix the abstraction function is defined that computes from a TPOOSL configuration,
a UPOOSL configuration that simulates it.
Let confP be a configuration of a TPOOSL process, then

confP = (BSpece, env, SysP, Sys, ChanRelease)

and
Jl. (confP) := (Jl. (Bspece) , env, Jl. (SysP) , Sys)

For the definition of the abstraction function applied on BSpece see table B.l.

BSpece

CP(E1, ••• , Er)
CC(E], ... , Er)
[sp·e]

cP(El.· ... E,)

[BSpece]CC(E1 ..... E,)
BSpec~ 11 BSpec~

BSpece\L
BSpece[J]

CP(E1 , ••• , Er)
CC(E1 , ... , Er)
[Jl. (sp·e)] CP(E) ..... E,)
[Jl. (BSpece)]C'(E ..... E,)
Jl. (BSpecn I1 Jl. (BSpecn
Jl. (BSpece) \L
Jl. (BSpece) [f]

Table B.I: Abstraction function for BSpece

The abstraction function applied on sp·e as used in this table is defined in table B.2.
The abstraction of a SysP structure is defined as:

Jl. (SysP) = Jl. ((CDf ...CDk}) = (Jl. (CDr) ... Jl. (CDk))

The abstraction of a process class definition is defined in table B.3.

The abstraction of a method definition is defined as:

Jl.(MDP) - Jl.(m(u\, ... ,UmHV1,''''VII) 1 W] ... Wk I SP)
- m(ul, ... ,umHv], ... ,vlI ) I W\ ... Wk I Jl.(SP)
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S
ch!m(EI , .. " En)
ch?m(EI , ... , En I E)
m(EI, ... , En)(PI, ... , Pm)
SP,e. sP

I ' 2
SP or SP

I 2
[E]SP
if E then Sf else S~ ti
do E then SP od
Sp,e abort SP

I 2

Sf interrupt S~

SP,e ext interrupt SP Sp,e
I' 2' 2

SP,e interrupted SP Sp·e
I 2' 2

,l..m(p), ... ,Pm) sp·e

~
delay E

S
ch!m(EI , , En)
ch?m(EI , , En I E)
m(EI, ... , En)(PI, ... , Pm)
Jl (Sf,e) ; Jl (Sn
Jl (Sf) or Jl (Sn
[E]Jl (SP)
if E then Jl (Sf) else Jl (Sn ti
do E then Jl (SP) od
Jl (Sf·e) abort Jl (Sn
Jl (Sf) interrupt Jl (Sn
Jl (Sr- e

) interrupt Jl (Sn
Jl (Sf,e) interrupted Jl (sn, Jl (s~·e)
,l.. m(PI ..... Pm) Jl (sp·e)

~
nil
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Table B.2: Abstraction function of sp,e

CDP Jl (CDP)
process class CP (YI, ... , Yr) process class CP (YI, ... , Yr)
instance variables XI,,,Xn instance variables Xt"'Xn
communication channels chl ...chk communication channels chl ...chk

messáge interface lf ...l~ message interface lf .. ,l~l
initial method caB m(EI, ... , Eq)O initial method caB m(EI, "', Eq)O
instance methods MDf .. ·MDf instance methods Jl(MDf) ...Jl (MDf)
cluster class Cc (PI. "" Pr ) cluster class Cc (PI, ... , Pr )
communication channels chl ...chk communication channels chl ...chk

message interface lf ...l~ message interface la . la
I"'m

behavior specification BSpecP behavior specification BSpecP

Table B.3: Abstraction function of CDP
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